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EDITORS
LETTER
Just when you thought you’d been wiped off
the mailing list...along come the all familiar
and welcoming pages of Take In to comfort
you with the memory that you did pay your
membership this year, and yes! you are still
part of that warm and friendly body of climbers, walkers and adventurers of the PMC!!!
We know you’ve all waited a long time for
this, and on behalf of a number of people I’d
like to apologise for there being such a long
break since the last Take In dropped through
your door. However I’d like to think of this
period as a bit of “Tantric Editing” when
nothing seems to have happened for a long
time.... but having hung in there, (hopefully)
the rewards will be great.
Although our usual activities in the English
countryside have been more difficult to pursue for most of this year, you’ll see from the
articles in this Edition that a little crisis like
Foot & Mouth hasn’t stopped everyone!
There is also some important news for every
member of the PMC to be aware of about the
future of the wall.
Many thanks to everyone who has sent in
articles and photos. Please don’t forget to
keep them coming though, as the newsletter
can only ever be as interesting as the news
sent to us. Take In will be issued quarterly
now, with the autumn edition appearing in
November. Loads of time for you to put pen
to paper, finger to pad, and light to film. Enjoy the rest of the summer!
The Editors .
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S7 British Bouldering Championships
Saturday 24th March 2001
Having to register between 8.30 -9.30 meant an
early start for the 2-hour drive to Hull, where
`Rock City` was hosting the 2001 S7 British
Bouldering Championships. Jack had been talked
into entering by one or two people at the wall and
was looking forward to the experience of climbing with some of the best in the country.
We registered at 9 o’clock and Jack had three
quarters of an hour to wait and warm up before
the junior competition began. Three hours to
complete 12 problems ranging from about 5b-6b
for this qualifying section of the competition. 10
points for completing the problem on the 1st attempt, 7 for a second and 4 for a third, plus there
was the odd bonus hold available if you could not
complete the problem. An hour into the junior
competition and the senior competition began.
Although the seniors were different routes, some
of them were on the same wall panels, which
meant that queues were forming on some of the
problems. Unfortunately he ran out of time on his
last problem and only managed to get two attempts at this 6b problem before they called time
up.
After about 15 mins the results of the junior
qualifying round were posted on the board. The
top six then went through to the finals later that
afternoon. Blimey Charlie! Jack had come in 5th
place, Bloody good effort lad! At 1.15pm all of
the junior finalists were then put into isolation
while they rebuilt the new routes for the final

problem, followed by a 6 minute rest and then
onto the next problem and so on, until they
had all had there turn on the 5 problems ranging from 6a-6c. Jack put in a good effort but
only managed to actually complete 2 out of
the 5. It was while we were watching the
men’s final, that they posted the final results
of the junior competition. Flippin Blimey
Charlie!! He’s picked up two places and finished third. Proud dad or what? We watched
the rest of the men’s final and sat there in awe
as Malcolm Smith flashed up four out of the
five routes, some of which nobody else could
manage at all.
Ben Moon presented the prizes and I
cheered and clapped as Jacks name was called
out and he went up to collect his prize. Glen
Chapman another regular down at the Peterborough Wall also competed, in the men’s
comp. And came in 29 th. Good effort Glen.
Unfortunately Glen managed to break his big
toe during one of the problems, on a foot
swap he slipped off and cracked his toe on
another hold. The day was long and tiring, but
watching the likes of Malcolm Smith, Neil
Bentley and Jack Rowlands made it all worthwhile.
Final results: Men; 1 Malcolm Smith
2 Gareth Parry 3 Nic Sellars
Women; 1 Lucy Creamer 2 Claire Murphy
3 Katherine Schirrmacher
Boys; 1 Paul Smitton 2 Jamie Cassidy
3 Jack Rowlands
Girls; 1 Emma Twyford 2 Jemma Powell
3 Rosie Shaw.

Delays in route setting meant the poor sods were
couped up for a good hour before the finals began. They brought them out one at a time, where
they had 6 minutes to try and complete each
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GRAND PARADISO
Mike Pratt recalls an epic ascent in
the Grand Paradiso National Park, in
north west Italy.
One evening last autumn at the hut, having
consumed a glass or so of red vino I became
involved in an in depth conversation with Clive
and Paul. Having put the world to right at least
three times, the talk got round to the important
things in life, hills and food. I remember agreeing to try out a new venture and went to bed
happy in the knowledge that my friends wanted
me to accompany them to a new Mexican restaurant. It didn’t quite click why we were delaying the visit to the summer, but by that stage
of the evening even getting out of a cubicle was
a serious intellectual exercise.
Some time after Christmas Clive asked if I had
arranged insurance. Not wanting to look stupid
I said that I had. I assumed that the chilli was
more stimulating than most ethnic foods. A
little later I was asked to attend the wall to
practice Prussik techniques. By now I knew
that I had enrolled for something entertaining
and my natural curiosity got the better of me.
By asking all sorts of obscure questions I established that I had agreed to climb a biggish Italian mountain.
Everything was set up and it was agreed that I
would collect Clive at 3.45am on Saturday
from whence we would meet Paul to go to
Stansted for the 7am flight. Things did not
start well when Clive woke me at 4 am to see
where I was, or words to that effect. A p rompt
drive to Clive’s and a slower continuation got
us to the airport on time.

By teatime we were pitching the tent at
the end of a very beautiful valley surrounded by snow capped peaks, at
1935m. I t would have been rude not to
experience the local food and drink and
so we did.
The next day laden with heavy packs we

climbed 840m up a well-graded path to
the Rifugio Vittorio Emanuelle. We arrived in time for lunch, booked in and
relaxed in the superb sun taking in the
splendid views. The dinner that night was
brill and dinner bed and brekkers cost
approx £20 per night. Beer was £2 a pint
as was the wine.
We had decided that we needed to acclimatise and so the grand idea was to spend
two nights at the hut and in the intervening day go for a walk on the glacier to
gain experience.
The proper climbers, guides and heroes
alike had brekkers at 4 am and set off for
the summit. We booked the late brekkers
at 8 am and after a leisurely meal set off
for some exercise. As we were not climbing the summit we took little or no hardware and very little water.
When we reached the glacier I made a
serious mistake in that I allowed Clive to
lead. He justified this by saying that he
possessed the largest St Christopher and
it was his rope. Both of which are highly
convincing arguments. The glacier goes
up a very large gully at a reasonable angle and then up a steep slope. After about
an hour we met a Geordie munroist that
we had met the previous night and who
was determined to climb the hill on his
own. It had taken him 2 1/2 hours to the
summit and probably 1 1/2 hours down,
seriously quick.
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It was our intention to go to 3,000m. This
false idol came and went with the assurance
that another 500m would doubly enhance our
capabilities. By now Paul was having problems in walking and smoking at the same
time and asked me how much further. Before
I could reply the summit yawned into view,
miles above us to the left. A yell from Clive
exhorted us to go on a little further to obtain
a better view. The glacier started to get a
little steeper and with a promise of a halt for
food and water we carried on a little further.
For some time persons had been passing us
on the way down. By now it was after 1pm.
Of course the inevitable happened, there
came a time when we were only 100m below
the summit. Of course we went on and at
about 2.45pm hit the summit ridge. The ridge
is quite fine; it is akin to Torridonian sandstone strata, but 4,000m high. It is also very
narrow with some terminal drops either side.
It does however have the advantage of being
bolted. Bolts are very useful, particularly if
you have a full rack of crabs and

quickdraws. We scuttled around and between
us managed to find 3 crabs and a safety pin.
The summit was great. By now we were the
only people on the ridge, all the other buggers
were either in the hut, or well on the way. As
we took in the spectacular scenery our eyes
were on a substantial build up of cloud to the
west. However nothing came of it bar a minor
snow shower. Once we had sat on the summit
and Clive had done the other one, we headed
down. The snow was awful, but despite that
we were in the hut by 5 ish.

We later discovered that over the weekend parties had had to wait for two hours
to negotiate the very narrow summit
ridge. I am very pleased to have missed
that little party.
After a very good night at the hut we
headed down to the camp and then on to
Courmayer. We never did find the Mexican restaurant, but the hill was a good
substitute.
Mike Pratt.

DEEP THOUGHT!
"We do not live to eat and
make money. We eat and
make money to be able to enjoy life. That is what life
means and what life is for." -George Leigh Mallory, 1922.
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Mobile phones
and
mountain
rescue
For many of us, a mobile phone is now a standard part of the kit we take to the hills. It has
become a safety feature for those "just in"
case situations. They are lightweight, easy to
use and offer immediate communication,
sounds great doesn't it! However for Mountain Rescue Teams this innocent gadget is
proving to be a nightmare.
As we are all aware, there are significantly
fewer masts for mobile phones in mountainous areas and there is nothing worse than
needing to phone for help and finding that
reception is either non-existent or marginal.
So hopefully the following tips will help
make your mobile phone a useful safety tool.
First of all, make sure it's fully charged before
you set off for the hills. It also helps to know
what coverage there is in the area you are
going to. The phone suppliers can tell you this
and it's worth finding out who has the best
coverage in particular areas if you have a
choice over the network you can use. Make
sure you tell them exactly why you want to
know as the claims for coverage can become
somewhat exaggerated. Finally, remove the
answer service function from your phone
when in the hills. If you leave it on, it will
invariably switch to answer service just as
you dig it out of some obscure pocket in your
rucsac. . You may need to get the manual out
and work out how to do it but your phone
may be next to useless if you don't do it.
So what if you do need to make that phone
call? The initial call should be 999 to the Police and ask for Mountain Rescue. Immediately give them your mobile telephone number (have it written down somewhere as
memory isn't reliable in hazardous circumstances) and name and ask them to phone you
back. It won't do anybody any good at all if
your "pay as you talk" phone runs out of
credit at a critical point. It will also indicate

whether you can be contacted in your location,
just because you can phone out doesn't mean
that people can phone you back. If you don't
receive a reply in 10 minutes you will probably
need to phone them back, but before you do
prepare the information you are going to give.
The rescue team will need to know your exact
location given as a six-figure grid reference, the
nature of the emergency and the number of people in the party. All that is now left is to wait,
remember that it will take some time to get to
your location. How long did it take you to walk
to your location and add on at least an hour for
the team to assemble? However nobody will
mind if you need to phone for reassurance in the
intervening period but give them a chance to get
to you.
Sometimes if you are lost you may not be able
to give a grid reference and in these circumstances information is crucial. Your last known
position, how long ago you were there and in
which direction you travelled from there, are the
first details we will need. After that wind is the
most reliable indicator of direction you will
have, so stand with you back to it (its more comfortable that way) and give the following information: does the ground in front of you slope
downhill uphill or level. Give a direction to the
slope, if you have a compass this would be best,
otherwise give it as degrees to either side of
directly ahead, i.e. 45 degrees L. Also give the
slope itself an angle, the difference between a
10-degree slope or a 30-degree slope will show
up on the map and will give vital clues as to
your location. Next describe any physical features of the landscape you can see and again
give where they are in relation to standing with
your back to the wind. Finally, tell them
whether you are in cloud or below cloud level.
That may be as much as is needed but be prepared to give more information if necessary.
Other useful details may be streams and their
direction, the position of the sun or moon if you
can see them etc.
All of the above may seem obvious, but when
you're anxious, obvious sometimes flies out of
the window. Try to remember the above and you
will help enormously, carrying a mobile phone
with you isn't a guarantee of safety its just a tool
which needs to be used properly. It is for emergencies though!
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BOULDERING COMP 2001
Clive Osborne gives us his commentary on the happenings of February’s Bouldering battle...
The sixth annual Bouldering comp was held on Sunday evening 25th February. There had been the
usual panic stations leading up to the actual evening. Trail magazine had finally come up with the
goods just a few days earlier thanks to Ben Winston giving us a second bite at the cherry. The final
array of prizes was impressive as usual; about 10 pairs of boots; 10 walking poles; a couple of
rucksacks; 2 water purifiers; a solar shower; various items of clothing; Thermarest seats; flasks;
ice axe loops etc etc. Thanks Trail.
On the Saturday holds had been flying everywhere as the wall was stripped bare and it was almost
impossible to climb it; much to the surprise of an over 50 club who visited us in the afternoon.
Sunday morning meant some serious route setting and very sincere thanks go to Simon Pittham,
Phil King, Marcus Craythorne, Tom Tilley and Dave Fleet who helped me put up 30 quality
routes.
Great expectations were on Jack Rowlands to win the open category despite being only 15 and still
a youth. He seemed to be amassing an impressive list of first ascents but he wasn’t alone. Meanwhile eyes were on Michelle Forest and Stephanie Cole as they struggled on The Pole Dancer.
This was our novelty/silly climb, which consisted of 5m of black drainpipe. A great cheer went up
when Stephanie finally managed it on her third attempt. Chris Eggar was cruising and groaning
his way through the list whereas Paul Rowlands was letting out whoops of joy as he knocked off
yet another route. Morgan Hjort occasionally punched the wall in frustration. Gill Tuck and Lin
Marsh had teamed up at the last minute and giggled their way up. No that’s unfair; they took it
seriously but seemed to be having fun on the way. Keith Seymour and daughter Rachel with her
boyfriend Ben Meeks made their annual visit after having been to a competition in Sheffield on the
Saturday and were quietly accruing a massive points total. Both Ben and Rachel were quite awesome in the way they effortlessly levitated. Ewen Turner was having an off day and was complaining bitterly about his form. He came back on Tuesday night and did all but three of the routes
but that was too late. Richard Insall was using his long reach to great advantage but was complaining about some of the power moves whereas Russell Miller seemed to float up them while the
others dithered and trembled. Russell’s lad Josh must have been fired up to follow in Russell’s
footsteps because he was scoring really well too.
Three hours later it was all over. We went through to the bar for well-earned pints and points.
Many thanks to all the competitors for making it such a friendly comp and thanks to all the spectators for giving their support and vociferous encouragement.
The final positions were: OPEN CLASS.
1. Ben Meeks
2 .Jack Rowlands
3 .Chris Eggar
< 5C CLASS
1. Mat Butterworth
2 .Andy Beresford
3. Ivan Scott

VETERAN CLASS

LADIES CLASS
YOUTH CLASS

1. Morgan Hjort
2. Richard Insall
3. Paul Rowlands
1 .Rachel Seymour
2.= Gill Tuck & Lin Marsh
1. Michelle Forest
2. Stephanie Cole.
3. Josh Ibbett.
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WALL FUTURE…… UNDER THREAT, OR
PROMISE?
Clive Osborne summarises the possible consequences to the climbing
wall as a result of this breaking news
The Peterborough District Hospital is due to close very soon and all activities will be moved to the
Edith Cavell Hospital, which will need to expand considerably in order to accommodate everyone.
Recently they expressed an interest in buying the land currently occupied by the Town Clubhouse
(including our wall), the car park and astro-turf.
Milton Estates actually own the land, so what the Town Club will be selling is the remaining 66
years of their lease. With the money raised they hope to re-build a better clubhouse with conference facilities and two astro-turfs on the existing cricket pitch.
The Town Club are quite keen on the deal because their astro-turf is worn out, and this is the only
way they can raise sufficient money to replace it. But the plan places us in an awkward position.
We currently have four years left on our lease, and until recently, had every expectation of renewing the lease for another ten years. Now there is a danger we may lose the wall completely.

WORST CASE SCENARIO
At the end of our existing lease the Town Club refuses to renew and we watch our wall being bulldozed to the ground. They would have the right to do this because of the circumstances giving
them reasonable cause. Goodbye wall, goodbye £77,000 of investment. It was fun while it lasted.

SCENARIO TWO
The clubhouse is re-built, including a climbing wall, and our lease is renewed. The Town Club
management have expressed a desire to have us on-board. Ideally we would want a bigger and better wall, including a high lead wall, Bouldering wave and separate teaching wall, but this would be
expensive.
Either the Town Club would build it for us and we rent it from them, or they would just build the
room which we would rent and finance a brand new wall (or maybe a bit of both). This would involve us in enormous expenditure, which we don’t have. Lottery grant? Possibly - but they do not
look favourably on commercial operations for middle class wealthy whites. The Town Club have
already made enquiries and been told it is a waste of time.

SCENARIO THREE.
The Edith Cavell Hospital Trust buys out the Town Club and rebuilds it as their own sports club.
They will have 2000 employees who want a swimming pool and crèche facilities as well as all the
other sports. This might include a climbing wall, in which case we would rent it from the ECHT
and become an operating company. Under this scenario the rent would surely rise considerably to
reflect the return on an investment of around £¼m of climbing wall.

FURTHER INFO
The Town Club must get a decision in principle within the next two years because their astro-turf
must be replaced.
All this indecision has effectively rendered the wall worthless at the moment, so my plans to sell
my half have had to be abandoned.
At least we no longer have to worry about the obligation to return the room back to its original
state as a squash court!
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THE NOT SO SECRET DIARY OF SARA (I-love-my-KFC!)
CHRISTIE… CONTINUES
Way back in the October 2000 issue we read of Sara’s early exploits on the Hot Rock 2000 along
the Silk Road. Now we can find out more about her adventures, and misadventures.
Part IV

1 December 2000

Hello everyone!
I'm in Xian though only very briefly. We arrived this morning at 6am after 7 days of pretty cold
but beautiful driving. I slept for a bit then came out to see Xian. It’s a wonderful place - well deserving of
the title "fast food capital of China" - but we've also found some lovely art stores which make me
glad I don’t have a flat to decorate :O)
Tomorrow we are going to see the Terracotta Army and then we are going to some big granite
walls for a couple of days to see if we've defrosted enough for some climbing. If not there are a
couple of trecks we can do and then we're off to Huan Shan (spelling doh!) - The Yellow Mountain - where we will spend around 5 days hopefully climbing somewhere warmer! Our final two
destinations are 9 bends river (Wuyi) and Guillin.
Both of which we get around 4 or 5 days at. In other words we've been promised that the bulk of
the travelling has been done. HOORAH!
Lhasa was a pretty wild experience. Naturally I overdid it burning the candles at every end as I
was on cook duty and had to be up to organise breakfast, and also wanted to join in the fun and
games at the bar we found which stayed open and serving us food until well after 3am.. It may not
have had Karaoke but we made our own! I saw the Potala and some of the monasteries but felt a
little strange wondering around the monks houses and place of work. A fascinating experience
though.
The driving has tested us all. We had one bush camp where we woke up with frost and snow about
1cm thick INSIDE the tents! I had a chest infection and had just been put on antibiotics as Frank
reckoned it wouldn’t clear with the altitude and the temperature extremes so I wasn’t too impressed. Some people went up to a lake and out of season monastery at 5000m (one of the highest
in the world I believe). I sent my camera up instead as I wasn’t feeling up to it. Other than that we
had some experience of the China/Tibet one price for them and one price for us system. We managed to find reasonably cheap hostels until Golmud where we found a hostel only to be told we
couldn’t stay there as we were Westerners - so we moved on, to be told the same thing…again. In
the end the police came and showed us to a 5 star hotel that we could stay at... we said we'd go and
camp outside the town! They said we couldn’t… and so it went on.
Eventually the police got the price at the hotel down for us, but I was so gutted to be ill, as though
I appreciated the comfy bed, bath, shower and warm room, I missed out on the Karaoke and food
which everyone enjoyed for most of the night in the bar below.
Still I’m better now and managed a surreal experience of my own when we stopped at Lhanzou,
our last stop before a 20 hour drive to get here. We stayed at a hostel, which was basically the second floor of a hospital. Weird enough but we were allowed to use the facilities of the rather nice
hotel next door (gym, suana, snooker room etc.). Unfortunately we were quite late but after dinner
I joined the guys in the snooker room for a drink and it was just like an old fashioned men's club.
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All these Chinese businessmen running around in practically their pyjamas being given massages
by the staff - behind screens I hasten to add. Our lot were dressed in clothes we've been wearing
for a frighteningly long time and smelling as if that was the case too.. Great! As if this wasn’t a
strange enough experience - when we finally left we decided to go looking for noodles and found
this amazing street with rows of noodle stalls. With the amazing help of sign language 5 of us
managed to get a
couple of different dishes out of several stalls and sampled some really … err strange stuff. How
we are not ill I really don’t know at all. It was a good laugh though and I’m sure the locals enjoyed
it as much as
us.
Visiting these little towns off the main western tourist path is really a wonderful experience. Nothing is in English at all and we are just picking up basic words and gestures in order to be able to
order stuff.
It’s great :O)
Anyway. I’m going to go and sample some of this fast food that Xian is famous for.
BUG HUGS
Yours…. a slowly defrosting
Saz
Xxxx

To be concluded!
Can you name the route?

Where are we?
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See! It hasn’t just happened to us!!!
Peterborough Mountaineering Club
28 November 1967
Foot and Mouth Disease
“Owing to the continuation in outbreaks of the disease, the Orienteering event planned
for Saturday December 2nd and the Welsh meet on December 9th and 10th will be postponed.......”
So how has everybody kept themselves occupied and out of trouble while the countryside’s been closed? We’d like to hear how you managed to stay sane, or maybe even
found something new and equally exciting (well, possibly not!) as climbing to occupy
your time.
Drop any thoughts, comments, or stories to kaye.b@virgin.net or call me on
(01780 481232).

The Final Word on Mountains…

Appreciation !

Mountains not only take people away from a
complex mode of existence, but they teach
them that to be happy it is only necessary to
have food, a shelter & warmth.
Mountains bring people face to face with realities & teach a valuable lesson in the association of simplicity & happiness. For these reasons any development that brings people in
close touch with the natural order of things is
of value to mankind in that it helps him to gain
a natural sense of proportion.
It is impossible for any person to look down
from a mountain to a crowded plain & not to
ponder over the relative importance of things.
To take a simple view is to take a wider view.
On a mountain we are content to be content .
And so from the hills we return refreshed in
body, mind & spirit, to grapple anew with
life's problems; for a while we have lived simply, wisely and happily; therefore we have
made good friends, we have adventured well.

I recently had cause to break in a new pair
of 4 season mountaineering boots. Pavey
Ark in the Langdales was the chosen destination, with a quick shimmy up Crescent
climb (Mod) onto Jacks rake and then up
through Gwyns chimney (Diff). Very nice I
thought! Until faced with this infernal
chimney. Matters were not helped by the
ruddy great sack on my back, In vein I
struggled, pushed and yelled, but found that
I was firmly held. My cries of help soon
quickly brought a crowd of every sort, who
stood around and feebly sniggered and all
they said was `I'll be jiggered`. Eventually I
managed to haul myself out of that perishing thing cussing and vowing `never again`.
Early pioneers in big
hob nailed
boots!
Good on ya !

- Frank Smythe Ed’s note: Happy adventuring everyone.
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Call out the Mountain Rescue!
I came up for a lark,
But the night is getting chilly,
And the fells are getting dark,
My shoe's lost its stiletto heel,
My frock is feeling thin,
Call out the Mountain Rescue,
And let's get taken in.
Call out the Mountain Rescue!
Let them search the hills and vales,
Swathed in ropes and cables,
Like a team of Chippendales,
Release the search and rescue dogs!
They'll find me by smell,
I ate a Kendal Mint Cake,
And I'm wearing my Chanel.
Call out the Mountain Rescue!
I am stranded on a crag,
My hairstyle's badly damaged
And I've snapped my shoulder bag,
I'm utterly exhausted,
Cannot move another inch,
So hail the helicopter
I am ready for the winch.
Call out the Mountain Rescue!
Wrap me warm and well
Lay me on a stretcher bed
And bear me down the fell.
Heal me with your tenderness,
Drench me with your sorrow,
Drop me off at home
I'll call you out again tomorrow.

A National Park Ranger met a lady at the
foot of Striding Edge on Helvellyn wearing court shoes. He explained the rocky
and exposed nature on the route ahead
and suggested that her footwear should
be of concern to her, given the conditions. She replied that it wasn't a problem
as these were not her best shoes.

Guess the route?
Here's a little teaser for all
you crag rats out there!
One
of
the
great
Welsh
classics.
It has a very
fine
exposed
rib
pitch,
which is especially photogenic.
1. Climb a short crack to a ledge. Belay
on the left
2. Follow the well-worn traverse leftwards
to the arête passing a depression,
good runners. Step round boldly and
follow the arête in an exposed position
to reach a ledge. A short wall leads to
a better ledge.
3. Climb the easy groove on the right to
a corner. Continue up to a Traverse
line on the left wall. Follow this to finish up a short, steep crack.

Sussed it? We'll print the answer
in the next issue.
Two women in there 60's were hit by a
large branch when it fell from a tree. One
received head injuries and the second an
ankle injury. An ambulance attended and
we helped to evacuate them both. They
seemed to think they were lucky not to be
more seriously injured. Another way of
looking at it is that they were unlucky to
be under one of the few trees around
when it self-destructed!
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Easter in Font
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6 men and a dog… went to climb a gorro
Tim Armes and friends share their tapas-tainted memories of their
adventures in Montserrat over the May Bank holiday.
About one hour’s travel inland from Barcelona in Spain, the sawtoothed shaped mountain known as Montserrat rises from the countryside to dominate the surrounding area with its unique rock formations and stunning beauty. Last year Nichole Weston and myself had
visited this mountain during our holiday to Barcelona, and vowed
that we would come back to explore the many climbing opportunities
that were presented. This year we fulfilled our promise, and along
with Simon and Penny Gough-Brown and Piers Hanson we made use
of the May bank holiday weekend to enjoy nearly a week in the area.
Prior to our departure I had spent a lot of time searching for a guidebook to the mountain. Guidebooks to Montserrat are incredibly hard to find, as there isn’t a single book that covers the entire
area. In fact, there’s barely one book at all… However, after a lot of surfing on the Internet I
managed to strike up a conversation with a Spanish climber called Piers who offered to try to get
hold of a guide for us. After about 6 weeks the parcel came through the door, free of charge since
we were his first foreign customers! The guidebook we received is very new, and we were actually sent it by Xavier (pronounced Chowie), the author of the guide and a personal friend of Piers.
Piers also insisted that we all met up once we were there so that they could take us climbing to a
more obscure location on the mountain, an opportunity that we gratefully accepted.
With the plans prepared, we set off. After an early morning start for Nichole, Piers and myself at 3
o’clock, and a not-quite-so-early start for the maniacal driving of the Gough-Browns at 4:30, we
arrived at Luton in time for breakfast before catching forty winks on our plane to Barcelona.
Our first priority on arrival was to get some gas for our stoves. Camping Gaz was easily located in
the local Decathlon store in Barcelona and Coleman liquid fuel was found in a nearby specialist
outdoor shop. We then partook of lunch before venturing to the local supermarket to buy our food
for the trip. Although this took longer than we had hoped, we did manage to buy all the bare essentials such as strawberries and biscuits. For more sustenance Penny found some “Express rice”
that cooks in 5 minutes. – She could tell by the big “5” on the packet. This we bought.
Eventually we took the metro from Plaza Cataluña to Plaza España and then the FGC train to
Montserrat, a journey of about one hour. On arrival at Montserrat we took the cable car high into
the mountain. The total cost for a return ticket to Montserrat including the cable car is less than £8
per person, proving that British Rail have a long way to come. Montserrat itself has a very religious background, and the cable car takes visitors up to a pleasant built up area with a hotel, small
shops and a restaurant all centred around an impressive monastery. We headed towards the campsite (via a slight “detour”) to arrive at about 5 o’clock.
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some translations.
Although we didn’t really have the time to get in any climbing proper, we did manage to amuse
ourselves on the climbing wall that had thoughtfully been provided by the campsite staff. The site
itself was small but nice, with a locked entrance and hot showers - perfect. That evening we relaxed in the hotel bar with a couple of beers in preparation for yet another early start. The next day
we were due to meet up with Piers and Xavier at 9 o’clock. Apart from the small issue of the evil
horned worm and malicious man eating spider that Nichole and I found in our tent, it was a pleasure to have our heads hit our pillows.
Indeed all did go according to plan, and by 9:30 we were all in Xavier’s van heading for a more
remote part of the mountain. The monastery’s bells ringing out at 5 am really helped to get us in
tune for the day. In addition to out intrepid climbing crew we also now had “Poma”, Piers’ mad
dog, with us. Attempts to make friends with the animal met with various responses, the unfriendly
ones directed squarely towards the Gough-Browns. Perhaps she had foreseen their upcoming behaviour…
Montserrat is a distinctly unusual mountain consisting predominantly of huge stone phalluses
called Gorros, or Bonnets in English. Xavier explained that the formation of this landscape was
due to the rivers that were left by the sea as its level dropped from well above the mountain to its
current position. It’s certainly stunning, and the climbing opportunities are limitless, with routes
from 15 meters to many hundred of meters. Due to its essentially conglomerate nature there’s very
little place for traditional gear however, so we had to rely on the many bolted routes that have been
put up over the years.
Piers took us to a beautiful part of the mountain with nice routes of various grades, all superbly
bolted every metre or so. It was great way to get to know the rock, which is extremely high in
friction. Although it is generally very solid there are the occasional loose pieces. On one of these
occasions Simon accidentally knocked a small (ish) stone from the rock face while being lowered
down from his climb. His shout of “Below” bemused poor Piers who managed to look up with
perfect timing – the rock, having reached terminal velocity, bounced off the rock face to meet with
Piers soon to be broken nose. Piers later pointed out how helmets don’t protect noses. Penny tried
to help by offering some Savalon spray, and after explaining that you need to spray it directly onto
the cut Piers proceeded to spray his nose, face and glasses with copious amounts of yellow antiseptic. What a way to treat your hosts!
Unperturbed, we all carried on climbing; Piers completing not only his first “real” climbs but even
his first leads. To finish off the day’s climbing we all went to a bar on the way back to the campsite to enjoy a drink and some food.
Xavier, it transpires, has the enviable job of writing climbing guides for a living. He writes about
8 a year and each one takes about 2 years to research. In order to accomplish this he contacts Petzl
each year to let them know what he is planning on doing, and they support his effort financially –
anyone looking for a career change?
To celebrate our achievements that day we decided to cook our rice, served with cooked vegetables in a tomato based soup. This should have been quick and easy, and indeed it would have been
had the rice packet been read with a little more scrutiny; the big “5” was in fact the number of sachets, the cooking time being a whopping 25 minutes… We all look in Penny’s direction.
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On Monday morning we were all keen to do some more climbing, especially after hearing those
lovely bells at such a welcome hour, and headed to a gorro about 40 minutes from the campsite.
The climbs here were generally well equipped, with a more standard frequency of a bolt every 4-5
metres or so. Not all the climbs were so well protected however, as Simon discovered during one
particularly long run out where he proved that wires could be used, albeit with a little improvisation. The routes were fantastic, offering spectacular views over the mountain combined with great
slab climbing varying from 50 to 80 meters, though they can often be awkward to find through the
undergrowth. The day’s final climb offered its problems when Simon rang out of both bolts and
rope on his lead. Having finished a nearby climb Piers and I came to the rescue with the judicious
use of our rope attached to an appropriate tree. After Piers passed Simon a Karabiner by attaching
it to the end of the rope and throwing it directly onto his head (Simon was wearing he helmet, and
unlike Piers wasn’t looking up), Simon set up a belay to bring up Nichole and the climb was completed. Looking at the watch it was already beer o’clock, so we headed back to the campsite. A
good lesson to be learnt here is that most of the sports climbing done on Montserrat is accomplished through the use of a 70m rope. Imagine coiling that!
Since this would be our last evening on the mountain we though we’d treat ourselves to a meal at
the restaurant. Simon needed some persuading in doing this, since he was so enamoured with the
alternate suggestion of hot wet lettuce and rice, but we managed to persuade him otherwise. Our
waiter was a dead ringer for Poirot, and no less friendly, but the food was otherwise excellent.
This said, Penny was a little disappointed with her “Onion” soup, which was really a soggy loaf of
bread with a fried egg on top and no onions, and Pier’s dessert choice of curd cheese with honey
caused all of us great amusement when it arrived.
On the final day Penny decided that she wasn’t feeling well enough to climb, and Piers decided to
write some post cards and visit the monastery!!! So Nichole, Simon and I headed off for a final
day of climbing. The route was chose was our most ambitious to date – a 105 metre vertical gorro
with two hanging belays. Unfortunately we had run out of time by the second belay (just 10-15
meter from the top!) and needed to abseil down the first two pitches and run back to the campsite
before we missed our 3:15 train. Penny had very kindly packed our tent up, so we just made it to
the chair lift in time. That final climb was incredible – so frustrating to be so near to the end and
not have the opport unity to carry it through.
Back in Barcelona we relaxed outside in the sun, ate tapas and drunk a couple of nice cools beers.
Piers put his Spanish into action with his superb repertoire: “Two, err Dos Beer, Tres, err Cerveca,
Deux, err, Two, no Dos. Tres.” and well all sunk into our chairs. A great way to end a climbing
holiday.

Don’t forget the slide show of a lifetime at which you can see our intrepid
heroes in the flesh. Coming soon to a PMC slideshow near you. Sunday 2nd
December.
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The Highs and Lows of Ecuador
Or
Probably the Most Expensive Toothbrush in the
World
Take a burning desire to do something different and two fifty plus hill-walkers and what
have you got? A trip to Ecuador to try to climb three volcanoes. It was one of those mad
ideas that you think will never happen, but it did.
After much deliberation my brother Ron and myself decided to book a trip to Ecuador with
Jagged Globe, Britain’s longest running and most successful mountain expedition organiser. The volcanoes of Ecuador are well known among Climbers:
Chimborazo is the highest at 6310 meters and it has the distinction of being the furthest
point from the centre of the earth, this is due to our planets equatorial bulge.
Cotopaxi (5897m) is the second highest volcano in Ecuador and its claim to fame is that it
is the highest active volcano in the world. The expeditions acclimatisation programme
also includes Ecuador’s third highest peak, Cayambe (5790m) the highest point on the
Equator.
With such an ambitious programme it was important that we were as fit a possible.
The first blow to our plans was the outbreak of the Foot and Mouth epidemic.
This curtailed all plans for regular hill walking sessions in the months prior to the expedition. As it
was, the restrictions were not lifted until one month before we departed of Ecuador so this was a
serious set back. Without the planned hill walking, our fitness regime consisted of; Ron, mainly
running/jogging between six to eight miles three or four times a week. This was supplemented by
work on a step -machine, treadmill and by weight training exercises. Ken, Interval running on a
treadmill for twenty minutes, step -machine for twenty minutes and step -ups, on box for twenty
minutes. This programme was repeated as many times as possible depending upon the time available. Sessions usually lasted between one to two hours, with normally three sessions a week. A
heart rate monitor was also used to ensure that training was at the level to optimise performance
improvement. These training programmes were set with the prime objectives of stamina and endurance.
Ron also managed to sneak a week in Tenerife two weeks before the expeditions departure on the pretence that climbing Mount Teide was part of his acclimatisation process.
Ron had been to over 5800 meters before but we both took steps to ensure we had the
best possible chance of acclimatising.. We both took broad-spectrum multi-vitamin tablets
with additional iron. Your body reacts to the lower oxygen levels by manufacturing more
blood cells. Iron is required to make haemoglobin. If you don’t have enough iron to cope
with this then your body will not be able to adjust to altitude.
Deciding what equipment to purchase and use on the mountains occupied a lot of our
time and many hours were spent reading equipment reviews and thumbing through gear
catalogues. For our boots we both choose Scarpa Vega plastic boots. These are an exceptionally heavy boot but they performed very well on the snow and ice sections of the
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climbs. Despite the low temperatures on Caymbe and Cotopaxi our feet stayed snug and
warm. Thorlo mountain socks completed the toe protection, again these were very comfortable and the extra padding on the shins made these essential when wearing plastic
boots. Because any exertion at altitude is an effort we opted for Grivel ‘step-in’ crampons.
We did not have any problems with crampons, but other members of our party did, particularly with crampon points breaking on the hard ice, especially whilst front pointing.
For the rest of our clothing we adopted our preferred combination of layering for thermals,
fleece and shell jackets. This was topped off with a balaclava and climbing helmet. The
balaclava is essential protection against the high winds and low temperatures. A final
word on equipment, a number of people dropped and lost equipment on the steep snowfields, items just rolled or blew away. On three occasions shell gloves/mitts were lost.
This could have been very serious if other members of the team had not had spares. Be
warned, idiot loops on your cloves/mitts could save your fingers, if not your life.
WELL, WE ARE SURE YOU CAN HAVE TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING, SO HOW
WE GOT ON IN ECUADOR WILL BE CONTINUED IN THE NEXT EDITION OF THE
NEWSLETTER, BE SURE TO READ THE STORY OF ALTITUDE SICKNESS, FROZEN
FINGERS, FALLS, FAILURE AND SUCCESS ON THE SLOPES OF ECUADORS HIGHEST VOLCANOES.
Ken & Ron Rogers

A full list of the details of how to obtain a PMC grant can be
found on the notice board at the PCW. We shall also print full
details in the next issue of Take-in…..Ed.

Cotopaxi: 5897m Highest active volcano in the world.
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PMC July (2001) Hut Meet
Dave Peck gives us an insight into the goings on at last July's Wales hut meet
During Friday night and into the early hours of Saturday morning our small group gradually assembled (Dave Peck, Kevin Trickey, Kelvin Dawson, Tim Armes & Nic Weston, Matt Andrews,
Dave Jacques and Paul & Sue Webb). We went through the usual ritual of drinking, laughing &
joking and forming our plans and ideas for the weekend. It wasn’t until well after midnight that
everybody had arrived and settled in. Kevin & Kelvin were last to arrive after an unplanned early
return to Peterborough so that Kevin could pick up his sleeping bag. (That was his story – I bet
they were really delayed in the pub!) .
Saturday morning dawned grey and miserable with very low cloud over the hills. Suddenly all our
grand plans from the previous night were in ruins. A small group set off for the Pass with the hope
of finding sunshine, but alas they were beaten back by the rain. Eventually a large group of us
headed off to Bus Stop quarry. When we arrived there, we were delighted to find the slate dry
enough to climb and we immediately set about a couple of the lower grade routes. Kelvin led So lstice (HVS) and Kevin started out up Equinox (VS). Things were going well until guess what? – It
started raining. By this time, Kevin was two-thirds the way up Equinox. He paused on a tiny ledge
until the worst of the rain had passed and then completed the route. I seconded him and then Paul
Webb followed us up. It was his first time on the slate, but I guess he must have liked it as he went
out and bought the guidebook later in the day! By now, more rain had fallen and the slate was too
wet and slippery to make the climbing enjoyable and so we retreated to the cottage for lunch.
During the afternoon, Kevin gave our group a guided tour of the Vivienne slate quarry and the
surrounding area. This was very interesting and it gave a good insight into what the working and
living conditions must have been like when the quarrying was at its peak.
Saturday evening/night brought the usual eating, drinking and merriment and everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves. We were all pleasantly surprised by the sudden appearance of Nick
Downey who had made a last minute decision to join us. The weather forecast for Sunday was
better, but we were again disappointed when the day dawned grey and damp.
Not to be put off we all got togged up in thermals and wet weather gear and headed over to Angl esea, more precisely Holyhead Mountain. We arrived to glorious sunshine and a mini heat wave!
After a short walk from the car park, we were at the crag and ready to climb. We started at some
easy angled slabs with plenty of lower grade routes to warm up on. It was not long before Kelvin
had decided more challenging routes were needed and he was next seen soloing VS’s! Kelvin had
his eye on a blank looking wall that apparently had a route on it – “Breaking the Barrier” (E1 5b)
which he subsequently led after Nick and I had persuaded him not to solo it! Both Nick and I tried
following him up the route, but with little success. The final climbing objective of the day was an
impressive looking crack line “King Bee Crack” (HVS). Again, Kelvin led the route and various
other members of the group followed. Whilst Kelvin was on the route Kevin and I took the scenic
walk across to the very imposing Wen Zawn to eye up the impressive traverse line of “Dream of
White Horses” (HVS). If I’m ever feeling particularly brave, I might even attempt the route!
All in all, although we had a low turnout for the meet I’m sure everyone who went had a thoroughly enjoyable time.
Author: Dave Peck
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Holyhead Mountain

a
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FUTURE EVENTS
Notes on future events
As many of you are aware I have taken over the role of events co-ordinator having been coerced
by a lack of any other takers and the threats from some of the hard line members. Thankfully I am
being helped by Martina Harrison, (who must be just as gullible!). We follow in the footsteps of
Dave Bolton-Knight, who has done a splendid job in the last few years for which the club is extremely grateful. Thank you Dave. I hope that we can be as efficient.
Gradually the upcoming events are being organised with the input of the committee. The schedule
should be to many members’ liking. We have ideas for new venues in the New Year and new meet
leader volunteers too. If you also have thoughts of where to hold meetings or would like to become involved as a meet leader please let me know. (01780 764333/ Veteye@yahoo.co.uk).

17th-19th August. Hut meet in Wales.
Meet leader Peter Lane (01733-564129) Come and enjoy a less crowded, hut when the
weather is forecast to be good. No set theme, so walk, bike or climb.
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Pembroke for August Anyone?
Back after a 3 year hiatus, it’s time to return to the sun (hopefully), sea, sand and of
course miles and miles of climbable rock that is Pembrokeshire. . Of course for some
members it’s going to be a difficult meet heading back for the first time since Kathy
McLaren’s tragic accident, however we’ve got to return sometime and that time is well
overdue.
So what’s it got, then? Routes from V Diff to E9 means there’s something for everyone.
Its many different crags offer decidedly different moods. From relaxed, sociable places
like Crystal Slabs, Stennis Head and Saddle Head which give a perfect introduction to
sea cliff climbing to the frankly downright intimidating (Huntsman’s Leap or Mother
Scary’s anyone?) We also have plans to resurrect the Pyromaniacs Barbeque in Bullslaughter bay, weather permitting.
You have 2 options – the lightweights will opt for a pleasant long bank holiday weekend, the committed (in every sense) will stay on for the following week. We’ll be using
the campsite at St Petrox (maps & directions will be available from the wall on the Tuesday before we leave.)

Wales Hut Meet 14-16 September
Meet Leader Tim Armes (tel: 07887 507248)
There may be an attempt on the Welsh 3000s at this meet, so either come and join in, or
support the tired and sweaty ones.

NML Work meet 21/23 September
NML on your behalf are tasked with organising the regular maintenance of the cottage to
keep it all in good working order and upgrading things like the windows doors etc. We
have organised a meeting over the weekend of 22/23 of September. We are having 20
tons of ballast delivered to cover the car
park, some new windows for the toilets, replacement shower fittings, stone for the path
and paint for the cottage. In order to make all this happen we need YOUR HELP
PLEASE!! Paul Eveleigh is meet leader and will be at the wall on the Tuesday before the
meet. Or contact him direct on 01487 822202 or at paul@peveleigh.freeserve.co.uk.

A Day In The Peaks 30th September
Meet Leader Kevin Groves (01733-320992). Venue TBA according to weather and whim
of KG. (On grit)

The Miles and Malcolm slide show October 7
A variety show of great stamina! Come and join the hecklers.

Lakes Hut Meet 19-21 October

Clive’s cottage is the setting

for this annual event. There await you great rock, fabulous scenery to hike through and a superb
drink in the local, of the village of Threlkeld at the end of an energetic day. If you want to come
along, put your name down on the list at the wall, as places are limited. An overflow campsite is
available just down the road. For more information, please ring Clive on 01733-560303.
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HALLOWEEN AT THE WALL
Wednesday 31st October.
Late night climbing in the dark up to the bewitching hour. Members only and you must
wear a mask and a head torch. Suitable weirdo music on tape will be welcomed. Spot
prizes for the best dancing climber. You know it makes no sense.!

The Chilli Bash.
Nov 16th - 18 th
Enjoy a hot steaming chilli prepared by Rachel after you have been on this amazing
walk: - The Rivals.
First you will see a deserted Welsh village, Nant Gwrtheyrn, where you can walk in and
out of the houses and then you can try one of the longest scrambles in Wales. 1300ft of
scrambling straight up from the bwlch to the ancient hill fort summit of Yr Eifl Fach. A
short drop down to the bwlch and then back up to Yr Eifl Fawr. Back to the cars and a
race back to the cottage for that warming Chilli.

SLIDE SHOW & PHOTO COMP .
Sunday 2 nd Dec 8pm in the bar.
Simon GB’s expedition piccies plus Alps, climbing home & abroad.
THE PHOTO COMP RULES – OPEN TO EVERYONE (young and old!):1
No bigger than A4 size,
2
The image must be of mountaineering in any of its forms.
3 It must be of this years activities.
AND THE PRIZE YOU ASK?!?!? To be rewarded with the everlasting honour and
glory of having your picture published in the magazine….. Oh and a superb quality ‘The
Roof’ T-shirt.

BMC Festival of Climbing
December 7-9th. National Indoor Arena Birmingham.
UIAA-ICC Climbing Championships
UIAA-ICC World Bouldering Cup
UIAA-ICC European Youth Cup
International Masters Leading Event
Public dyno competition
Junior climbing festival
Public bouldering challenge

Film and lecture series
Retail and trade show
Skills seminars
Travel workshops
Photography showcase
Mountain Heritage show
“Come and Try it” walls

Pre-Christmas hut meet Dec14-16
As the end of the year approaches so does our regular Christmas meet at the club cottage
in Snowdonia. During the day you can enjoy superb countryside,
whilst in the evening you will be treated to a delicious three-course
Christmas dinner, which will not disappoint you. The brave ones can
even take part in the various games… A payment of £10 is required
for the dinner prior to this event. For more details please ring Paul
Eveleigh on 01487-822202.
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Gear News
Crampon Swap!
After the January hut meet I
managed to come home with the
wrong pair of Crampons. Rather
than the Grivel G12s tha t I
started with I now have a pair
of Grivel 2Fs. I'm not sure exactly how the swap's occurred
but it could be that both parties
have the same green crampon
bag and I took the wrong one.
Or it could be that I put your
crampons in my bag. So, if you
should have a pair of 2F's would
you please check to see if you
still have them, and if not contact me on 0115 961 3965.
Thanks,
Tim Armes

New Rope!

"The club has just bought 75-100m of
static rope to take on trips where ab seiling is essential. Anyone going down
to Pembroke will be able to use it on
it's virginal club outing"
A STOP WATCH was found at
the cottage after the June hut meet.
For more information please contact:
Paul Eveleigh. On 01487 822202

Careless!

Again, rescued from the cottage, this
time after the last Christmas meet. 2
long sleeved tops and a Platypus. Con tact Kevin Trickey On 01733 361650

FOR SALE
DMM Atlas Harness. Size small. 5 gear loops
Excellent condition. £30.00 o.n.o.
Tel: Jack on 01733 757324

Web site down!
Unfortunately the PMC web site is off line at the moment. Apparently
The ISP has gone bust. But we are busy looking for a new provider, hopefully with more space to bring you an even better
site than before. For more information ring Matt Andrews on
01773 570308
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ABOUT THE PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINPMC is a friendly, successful club with nearly
200 members of all ages. We hold regular
trips to the Peak District, Wales, the Lake District and the Scottish Highlands to walk and
climb. Each year we organise many club
events including trips to the Alps, sunny
Spain
France, plus training sessions, courses, socials, master classes,…...etc etc etc…(you
get the picture!)
The club owns a luxurious hut in Snowdonia
(hot showers / fitted kitchen / drying room )
and the climbing wall in Peterborough. The
wall is open 7pm - 10pm weekdays, 10am 10pm weekends and is at the Sports Club
(and bar) beside Edith Cavell Hospital (CLUB
NIGHTS TUESDAYS). Non members are
very welcome to join us at most events and
you are welcome to use the climbing wall at
any time. We offer the following benefits of

• 25% discount every time you climb
(£3 vs. £4 for non members);

• 30% discount on hut fees at the
Snowdonia cottage;

• Membership of the club bar and use
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of changing rooms at the climbing
wall ;
10% discount at climbing shops
across the UK;
Training and expedition grants to
subsidise your personal
development;
3rd party BMC mountaineering
insurance;
An active social life (training
courses, events, competitions, dinners, BBQ`s, etc;
Quarterly club newsletter;
A source of walking and climbing
partners;
Meeting like minded, adventurous
people.

-- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - -

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Please complete the details below legibly, sign, enclose your remittance (made payable to
"Peterborough mountaineering club”) and return to Kevin Trickey, 23 Glencoe Way,Orton
Southgate, Peterborough, PE2 6SJ. Individual membership = £30. Family = £45.
I wish to apply for membership of the Peterborough Mountaineering Club. I understand
that the Club's rules state: “Members and guests participating in club activities do so entirely at their own risk. Neither the Club nor its Officers, nor its Committees will accept any
responsibility for any injury, loss or damage to persons or property”. I understand that the
committee has the right to revoke any membership at their discretion. I am over 18 years
of age.
Full Name: _________________________________________________ (BMC Insurance
included)
Address:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______
Post Code:___________________
Telephone:
_______________________________________
Second family member_______________________________________ (BMC Insurance
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
August 17-19

Hut Meet Wales
Meet Leader: Peter Lane

August 24-27

Pembroke

(-September 1)

Meet Leader: Kevin Trickey

September 14-16

Tel: 07887 507248

NML work Meet at the Cottage
Meet Leader: Clive Osborne

September 30

Tel: 01733 361650

Hut Meet Wales
Meet Leader: Tim Armes

September 21-23

Tel: 01733 564129

Tel: 01733 560303

A Day in the Peaks
Meet Leader: Kevin Groves

Tel: 01733 320992

October 7

The Miles and Malcolm Slide Show

(Sun Evening)

Meet Leaders: Miles & Malcolm

October 19-21

Tel: 01733 260026

Hut Meet in Lakes Cottage
Meet Leader: Clive Osborne

October 31

Tel: 01733 560303

Halloween - Masks/Fancy-dress
At the wall /climb in the dark
Tel: 01733 560303

November 16-18

Hut meet Wales – chilli bash
Meet leader:

Clive Osborne

Tel: 01733 560303

December 2nd

Slide show/Photo competition

(Sun Evening)

Meet leader: Paul Rowlands

Tel: 01733 757324

BMC Festival of Climbing

Tel: 0870 9094144

December 7-9

National Indoor Arena

December 14 - 16

Pre - Christmas hut meet
Meet leader Paul Eveleigh

Note: Non-members are we lcome and
encouraged to join us on these
events
It is the best time to meet us!
Lifts are normally arranged at

Tel: 01487 822202

“ Thank you to all the members who
took the
time to write articles for this issue”.
Please remember
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